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EU Declaration of Conformity
This is to certify that the system designated below meets the safety and health requirements of the
applicable European guidelines in terms of its design, construction and execution.
If the system is modified in a way not approved by us, this certificate is void.
Manufacturer:

Grünbeck Wasseraufbereitung GmbH
Josef-Grünbeck-Straße 1
89420 Höchstädt/Do.

Responsible for documentation:

Markus Pöpperl

System designation:

Euro-system separation device

System type:

GENO®-G5

Serial no.

refer to type designation plate

Applicable guidelines:

Machine (2006/42/EU)
EMV (2014/30/EU)

Applied harmonised standards, DIN-EN 809:2012-10
in particular:
DIN-EN 61000-6-1:2007-10
DIN-EN 61000-6-3:2011-09
DIN-EN 60335-2-41:2010-11
Applied national standards
and technical specifications,
in particular:

DIN EN 1717:2011-08
DIN 19636-100:2008-02
DIN EN 13077:2008-09

Place, date and signature

Höchstädt, 04.08.16

i. V.
M. Pöpperl
Dipl.-Ing. (FH)

Function of signatory:

Head of Product Implementation and Product Launch
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A

General

1 | Preface
Thank you for opting for a Grünbeck product. Backed by decades
of experience in the area of water treatment, we provide solutions
for all kind of processes.
All Grünbeck systems and devices are made of high-quality materials. This ensures reliable operation over many years, provided you
treat your water treatment systems with the required care. This
operation manual assists you with important information. Therefore, please read the complete manual thoroughly before installing, operating or maintaining your system.
Customer satisfaction is our prime objective and providing customers with qualified advice is crucial. If you have any questions
concerning this device, possible extensions or general water and
waste water treatment, our field staff, as well as the experts at our
headquarters in Hoechstaedt, are available to help you.
Advice and assistance For advice and assistance please contact your local representative
(refer to www.gruenbeck.com ) or get in touch with our service
centre which can be reached during office hours:
Phone: +49 9074 41-333
Fax:
+49 9074 41-120
Email:
service@gruenbeck.de
We can connect you with the appropriate expert more quickly if
you provide the required system data. In order to have the required data handy at all times, please copy it from the type designation plate to the overview on page C-1.

2 | Warranty
All devices and systems supplied by Grünbeck Wasseraufbereitung
GmbH are manufactured according to the most recent technical
standards and subjected to a comprehensive quality assurance
system. All warranty claims are subject to our General Terms and
Conditions.
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3 | General safety information
Operating personnel

Only persons who have read and understood this operation manual are permitted to work with our systems and devices. The safety
guidelines are to be strictly adhered to.

Symbols and notes

Important information in this operation manual is characterised by
symbols. Please pay particular attention to this information to ensure the hazard-free, safe and efficient handling of the system.
Danger! Failure to adhere to this information will cause serious or
life-threatening injuries, extreme damage to property or inadmissible contamination of the drinking water.
Warning! Failure to adhere to this information may cause injuries,
damage to property or contamination of the drinking water.
Attention! Failure to adhere to this information may result in damage to the system or other objects.



Note: This symbol characterises information and tips to make your
work easier.
Tasks with this symbol may only be performed by Grünbeck's
technical service/authorised service company or by persons expressly authorised by Grünbeck.
Tasks with this symbol may only be performed by qualified electrical
experts according to the VDE guidelines or according to the guidelines of a similar local institution.
Tasks with this symbol may only be performed by water companies
or approved installation companies. In Germany, the installation
company must be registered in a water company installation directory as per §12(2) AVBWasserV (German Ordinance on General
Conditions for the Supply of Water).
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Danger due to electrical energy!  Do not touch electrical parts
with wet hands! Disconnect the system from mains before starting
work on electrical parts of the system. Have qualified experts replace damaged cables immediately.
Danger due to mechanical energy! System parts may be subject to
overpressure. Danger of injury and damage to property due to
escaping water and unexpected movement of system parts. 
Check pressure pipes regularly. Depressurise the system before
starting repair or maintenance work on the system.

Description of
specific dangers

Hazardous to health due to contaminated drinking water!  The
system may only be installed by a specialist company. The operation manual must be strictly adhered to! Ensure that there is sufficient flow. The pertinent guidelines must be followed for startingup after extended periods of standstill. Inspections and maintenance must be performed at the intervals specified!



Note: By concluding a maintenance contract, you ensure that all
of the required tasks are performed on time. You may perform the
interim inspections yourself.

4 | Shipping and storage
Attention! The systems and devices may be damaged by frost or
high temperatures. Protect from frost during transportation and
storage! Do not install or store the systems or devices next to objects, which radiate a lot of heat.
The system may only be transported and stored in its original packing. Ensure that it is handled with care and placed the right side
up (as indicated on the packing).

5 | Disposal of used parts and materials
Used parts and materials are to be disposed of, or made available
for recycling purposes, according to the applicable local guidelines.
If a material is subject to specific regulations, adhere to the instructions indicated on the packing.
If in doubt, contact your local waste disposal authority or the
manufacturer for more information.
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B

Basic information (safety devices)

1 | Laws, regulations, standards
In the interest of good health, rules cannot be ignored when it
comes to the processing of drinking water. This operation manual
takes into consideration the current regulations and stipulates
information that you will need for the safe operation of your system separation device.
Among other things, the regulations stipulate that
 only approved companies are permitted to make major modifications to water supply facilities
 and that tests, inspections and maintenance on installed devices
are to be performed at regular intervals.

2 | Protection of drinking water
Drinking water still constitutes the most important food source and
cannot be substituted by anything else. Water and drinking water is
also irreplaceable in the commercial and industrial sector.
The protection of drinking water is assigned to the parties directly
involved, such as local water works, system builders (installers) and
operators who are thus obligated to comply with statutory and
technical regulations.
Only an unrestrained, "free outlet" offers maximum security
against the entry of non-drinking water or foreign and harmful
substances into the drinking water by back-flowing, back-pressing
and back-sucking. This "free outlet" can be of different designs
(AA, AB, AD, ...). In case of lower risk potentials, however, other
designs may also be used. Which designs of safety devices may be
used for certain applications and under which conditions is stipulated in the currently applicable standards (presently, DIN EN 1717
and DIN 1988 part 4). As we are not in the position to go into
detail with regard to this comprehensive issue at this point, we
refer to the indicated resp. currently applicable standards.
In order to be able to properly select the safety devices, which
differ in function and efficiency, the impairments are divided into
five liquid categories resp. hazard classes in the standards (presently DIN EN 1717 and DIN 1988 part 4). In case several substances or
microorganisms endanger the drinking water at the same time,
the highest hazard class occurring determines the selection of the
admissible safety device. Only safety devices with proven suitability
(e. g. such as a DIN-DVGW or DVGW-test mark) may be used.
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3 | Classification of hazard classes
Classification of the liquids that come or could come into contact
with the drinking water into liquid categories resp. hazard classes.
(excerpt from the definition according to EN 1717 5.2)
In case of standard use, the liquids that are or could come into
contact with the drinking water are divided into 5 categories. They
are defined as indicated below.
In cases where either insignificant concentrations or considerable
amounts of substances do occur, we recommend redefining the
safety measures.

Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

Category 4

Category 5

Water for human consumption that is withdrawn directly from a
drinking water installation.
Liquids that do not represent a health risk to human beings. Liquids that are suitable for human consumption - including water
originating from a drinking water installation - that may exhibit
modifications with regard to taste, smell, colour or temperature
(heating up or cooling down).
Liquids that represent a health risk to human beings due to the
presence of one or several less poisonous substances. 1)
Liquids that represent a health risk to human beings due to the
presence of one or several poisonous or highly poisonous substances or one or several radioactive, mutagenic or carcinogenic
substances.
Liquids that represent a health risk to human beings due to the
presence of microbial or viral pathogens of communicable diseases.
1)

The borderline between category 3 and category 4 is defined as
LD50 = 200 mg/kg of body weight according to EU document
93121 EEC dated April 27, 1993.
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C

Product description

1 | Type designation plate
The type designation plate is located on the housing of the system
separator. In order to speed up the processing of your inquiries or
orders, please specify the data shown on the type designation
plate of your device when contacting Grünbeck. Please copy the
indicated information to the table below in order to have it handy
whenever necessary.
Euro-system separation device GENO-G5
Serial number:      
Order no.: 134 100

2 | Designated application
The Euro-system separation device GENO®-G5 is a safety device to
protect the drinking water network from liquids up to and including hazard class 5, according to DIN EN 1717 and DIN 1988 part 4.
Complying with these standards, the system offers the highest
class of protection and reliably prevents back-flow, back-pressure
and back-suction of modified drinking water into the drinking
water network.
The system is designed for "indirect connection", consisting of a
safety device "free outlet, DIN EN 13077, family A, type B, DN 20"
and a pressure booster system with frequency-controlled pressure
controller.
The system is particularly suited for use in the dental sector supplying dental treatment units. To complement the system, we recommend an optional flushing device (please refer to accessories).
For easy retrofitting, the connections and the waste water discharge are already integrated in the system.
In order to decouple the system inlet and outlet from the pipe
network, we recommend using the connection set for the GENO®G5 for flexible connection (refer to accessories)
For automatic disinfection, we recommend installing a dosing system GENODOS® type DM-B downstream of the device.
Warning! Safety devices protect the drinking water from modified
drinking water. They can only work reliably provided inspections
and maintenance are carried out at regular intervals.
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3 | Application limits
The application limits are defined by the designated application (refer to paragraph 2) and the technical specifications (table C-1).
The device may only be operated if all components are installed
properly. Safety equipment must NEVER be removed, bridged or
otherwise tampered with.
Designated application of the device also implies that the information contained in this operation manual and all safety guidelines applying at the installation site be observed. Furthermore, the
maintenance and inspection intervals have to be observed.

4 | Design
Euro-system separation device GENO®-G5 as compact system, ready
for connection, on aluminium profile rack and with adjustable feet
made of rubber.
Unrestrained, free outlet, EN 13077, family A, type B, DN 20 consisting of feed tank with make-up water feed, overflow and draining valve with waste water discharge conforming to standards.
Dirt-proof feed tank (as there no orifices at the top or side)
Pressure booster system consisting of pressure controller with frequency-controlled pump, dry-run protection, fault signal output, nonreturn valve, pressure gauge, pressure sensor, flow limiter, flownthrough pressure expansion vessel (8 litres) , sampling valve with
waste water discharge as well as connections and waste water discharge for the optional flushing device.
Water inlet and outlet with shut-off valves, female thread ¾“. Waste
water outlet as HT pipe connection DN 50 with water-free odour
and vermin barrier for direct connection to the on-site drain.
Power supply by means of a shock-proof mains cable (2 m).
1

Feed tank with make-up water feed (float
valve) and integrated overflow)

2

Flow limiter

3

Dry-run protection

4

Pressure gauge

5

Pressure sensor

6

8

Draining valve
Waste water discharge HT-DN50
(variable pivoting)
Adjustable rubber feet

7

9

Frequency-controlled pump

10

Non-return valve

11

Sampling valve

12

Water outlet with shut-off

13

Flushing device (optional)

14

Water inlet with shut-off

15

Flown-through expansion vessel

Fig. C-1: Design of the Euro-system separation device GENO®-G5
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5 | Function
Via a special float valve with “free outlet”, the water flows into
the feed tank. The volume-proportional make-up water feed with
flow limiter to a large extent prevents the entry of air into the
water. The feed tank is dirt-proof, as it does not feature any orifices at the top or on the side.
The pressure booster system installed downstream is frequencycontrolled and keeps the set pressure relatively stable. In addition,
the pressure expansion vessel moderates pressure fluctuations in
case of major changes in the flow rate and reduces the switching
frequency in case only small amounts are withdrawn. The float
switch protects the pump from running dry.

Fig. C-2: Design

The flow limiter on the outlet side prevents the withdrawal volume
from exceeding the make-up water volume and thus avoids supply
interruptions caused by an activation of the dry-run protection
LEDs at the pump controller inform on power supply, operation
mode and alarm status. Furthermore, a voltage-free fault signal
output (NCC) is available.
When the power supply is switched on, the optional flushing device flushes the stagnating water to the drain. The duration of the
flushing process can be set in a range of 1 – 100 seconds at the
potentiometer.
In dental practices, an automatic flushing process can thus be
initiated after periods of standstill, i. g. over night, after the weekend or holidays.
In other fields of application, the flushing may, for example, be
activated by means of a timer provided by others on site.

6 | Scope of supply
Standard equipment

Euro-system separation device GENO®G5

Order no. 134 100

as compact system, ready for connection,
including operation manual.
Accessories
Flushing device for GENO®-G5

Order no. 134 805

Solenoid valve with electronic timer pulser
and 1.5 m of shock-proof mains cable with
plug adaptor.
Fig. C-3: Flushing device

Connection set for GENO®-G5

Order no. 134 810

2 corrugated stainless steel pipes
(800 mm) with seals and connection pieces,
male thread ¾“.
Fig. C-4: Connection set
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7 | Technical specifications
Euro-system separation device GENO®-G5

Table C-1: Technical specifications
Connection data
Nominal connection diameter
Waste water outlet – HT pipe
Power supply
Protection/Protection class
Performance data
Nominal capacity
Setting pressure of pressure booster pump
Inlet flow pressure
Nominal inlet pressure (PN)
Design of the safety device
Protection according to DIN EN 1717, DIN 1988-4

[DN]
[DN]

[m³/h]
[bar]
[bar]
[bar]

Consumption data of the optional flushing device
Flushing water volume
[l/min]
Adjustable flushing duration
[sec]
Dimensions and weights
Dimensions (w x d x h)
Height of water inlet
Height water inlet to consumer
Height of waste water outlet
Waste water outlet – direction of connection
Min. clearance on the left side of the device
Clearance above the device
(for maintenance purposes)
Operating weight, approx.
Empty weight
Shipping weight

[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]

1)
2)

2
4
1–6
10
Free outlet, DIN EN 13077, Family A, Type B, DN 20
Liquid category resp. hazard class 5
14
1 – 100
800 x 399 x 889 (885-900)1)
689
482
160
left (can either be turned to the right, to the back or to the front)
200 2)
500

[kg]
[kg]
[kg]

Test certificate/Certification mark
DVGW registration number
Ambient data
Water temperature
Ambient temperature
Order no.

20 (R ¾“ fem. Thread)
50
230 V / 50 Hz / 1,1 kW
IP 55

78
46
54
AS-0398BS0294

[°C]
[°C]

5 – 35
5 – 40
134 100

The rubber feet are adjustable in order to compensate for uneven floors.
A clearance of at least 200 mm has to be respected for the flexible
connection of the inlet and outlet as well as to ensure the proper cooling of the pump.
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Fig. C-5: Dimensional drawing

4,00

Pressure [bar]

3,00

2,00

P
1,00

0,00
0,00

1,00

2,00

Flow rate [m³/h]

Without flow limiter on the outlet side. Attention! In this case, the flow rate must be
limited by others on site, otherwise the withdrawal volume can become higher than the
volume of the make-up water feed and then the dry-run protection would be activated.
Please observe the installation instructions!
With flow limiter on the outlet side ( delivery status)
Fig. C-6: Characteristic curve of system
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D

Installation and start-up

1 | General installation instructions
 Please observe local installation directives, general guidelines (e.
g. WVU, EVU, VDE, DIN, DVGW resp. ÖVGW or SVGW) and
the system's technical specifications.
 The installation site must be accessible for maintenance work,
flood and frost-proof and ensure the system's protection from
chemicals, dyes, solvents and vapours. The device must not be
operated in a dusty environment or if acids resp. corrosive or
potentially explosive gases are present.
 The installation site should be cool, if possible. In a warm environment, large differences in the temperature of the incoming
cold drinking water and the environment may, subject to the
humidity of the air, cause the formation of condensed water
and dripping at system components.
 The device should be installed in pipes of the same dimensions
as the nominal diameters of the device. A fine filter has to be
installed directly upstream of the device and shut-off valves
have to be provided in the on-site installation in the inlet to and
outlet from the device.
 A socket and if required, a second socket for the optional flushing device is required to supply of the Euro-system separation
device GENO®-G5 with power (e. g. if the pump's fault signal
output is being analysed in case of a power failure).
 A drain connection (at least DN 50) must be available, which is
able to discharge the maximum inlet volume in case of a malfunction. The installation room must have a floor drain. If no
floor drain is available, a corresponding water stop device has
to be installed.
Warning! Floor drains that are discharged to the lifting system do
not function in case of a power failure.
 According to DIN EN 1988, part 2, quick-closing shut-off fittings
that might cause positive or negative water hammer may only be
used for continuous actuation in water installations if the max.
admissible water hammer pressure and operating pressure are
observed. Exceptions apply for fittings that are used for test purposes only and are operated by experts.
 Depending on the withdrawal conditions it might be reasonable, as the case may be, even necessary, to have an additional
pressure expansion vessel installed by others on site (e. g. if in
case of a relatively speedy start of the withdrawal and a high
flow rate, the drop in pressure shall be kept low).
Attention! Dirt and corrosion particles might cause malfunctions
or damage the system. Prior to the installation of the device, the
required connections need to be made and the feed pipe must be
flushed prior to installation resp. start-up of the device.
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2 | Water installation
The installation of a safety device represents a major interference
with the drinking water system. Therefore, only authorised experts
may install such systems.
Preliminary work
1. Unpack the system and any accessories and check for completeness and soundness.

Fig. D-1: Odour trap

Fig. D-2: Flap opens in direction of flow

2. Pivot the system's waste water discharge into the desired direction (refer to fig. D-3). When pivoting the bottom part, either firmly hold on to the upper part or dismantle the support
bracket, pull off the waste water discharge downwards and
then pivot it in the dismantled state. The integrated, waterless
odour trap (refer to fig. D-1) must be pivoted into the direction
of discharge separately. To do so, remove the odour trap in an
upward move and reinsert it again with the opening flap
pointing in the outlet direction of the bottom part.
Inlet
pivotable
by 360 °

Flexible
outlet
Fig. D-3: Waste water discharge

 Shut-off fittings provided by others
on site
 Fine filter, e. g. „Boxer KD“
 Connection set (please refer to
accessories)
 Shut-off fittings
(included in the scope of supply)
 Waste water discharge HT - DN 50
pivotable, refer to fig. D-3
 Euro-system separation device
GENO®-G5

Limit of supply
Fig. D-4: Installation example - Euro-system separation device GENO®-G5
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Water installation work
 Prepare respectively check the installation provided by others on
site while taking into consideration the installation instructions
and general guidelines.
 Place the system at the installation site.
 Compensate for uneven floors by adjusting the rubber feet, if
necessary.
 Install the system while observing the installation instructions.
Also refer to the installation example given in fig. D-4.
 If necessary, mount the optional flushing device at the provided
connection (adjacent to the sampling valve). To do so, unscrew
the union nut and remove the blind plug. Direct the mains cable
alongside the outlet funnel towards the bottom and fasten it at
the cable fastening plate by means of cable straps.
Fig. D-5: Install flushing valve

 Connect the water inlet and water outlet by means of the optional connection set.
 Connect the waste water discharge with a downward slope to
the drain.

3 | Electrical installation
3.1 Notes
The work described here may only be performed by trained electricians or electronics experts.
Danger due to electrical energy!
Voltage may be present at terminals L, N and PE as well as at the
feed lines to voltage-free contacts.
Danger due to electrical energy!
In case the mains cable is damaged, it may only be replaced by
trained electricians or electronics experts.
Danger due to electrical energy!
Prior to any work on the system's electrical or mechanical components, disconnect the pump's frequency converter from the mains
supply.
Wait for at least 1 minute after disconnection from mains before
carrying out any work on the frequency converter "TEKNOSPEED"
(TKS) to allow the condensers in the internal circuit to discharge.
Although the TKS system has single-phase power supply, the
pump's motor is always a 3-phase motor connected to 230 V. The
missing phases are generated by the frequency converter.
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Warning! When making the connections, the relevant rules and
regulations must be observed. Make sure that the type of power
source, the supply voltage and frequency match the ratings of the
TKS system shown on the data plate. Provide suitable general protection against short circuits on the electrical power line.
Warning! Install the system in a way that the plug and the corresponding socket are easily accessible at all times, in case the system
needs to be switched off.
Attention! The system's power plug may only be plugged in after
the system has been filled and the pump has been deaerated. Risk
of the pump running dry due to entrapped air.
Attention! Use the slotted blade screwdriver (2.5 mm) provided
with the TKS system when performing the connection to the frequency converter.
Attention! The frequency converter features a series of microswitches (dip switches) that determine the operating sequence. Do
not by any means modify the factory-settings. Otherwise, the system resp. the equipment into which the device has been installed
may be damaged.
Attention: For further information on the pump, please refer to
the manufacturer's operation manual for the TKS system. Should
you still have questions after taking into consideration the descriptions indicated therein, please contact your local Grünbeck customer service/authorised service company regarding settings and/or
maintenance. Do not by any means try to modify the settings yourself or to open the control system.
3.2 Information on the pump with pressure controller (TKS system)
TKS system
The TKS system consists of a motor pump, which is controlled by
means of an automatic, electronic control system (frequency converter, also known as speed controller). A constant pressure is
aimed for by reducing respectively increasing the delivery volume
according to the actual demand.
Operation
The automatic, electronic control system receives the signal transmitted by the pressure sensor and compares it with the predefined
value.
If the system is pressurised, the pump stands still. The decrease in
pressure caused by the consumer's withdrawal of water, results in
the reduction of the signal and induces the control system to switch
on the pump at a speed that restores the setting pressure (operating pressure). A higher water demand results in an automatic increase of the pump's speed while the pump's speed decreases if
the withdrawal volume is reduced.
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When the highest water volume the pump is able to deliver is
reached, the pump is working at its highest nominal speed.
If the pressure increases due to a lower withdrawal of water, the
signal emitted by the pressure sensor becomes stronger and induces the control system to reduce the pump's speed. In case of a
sudden interruption of the water withdrawal (for example, if the
water taps are closed quickly), the control system reduces the
pump's speed to a minimum and then, after approx. 60 seconds,
the pump comes to a complete stop. In this case, the pressure
when stopping equals the predefined value.
If the interruption develops slowly, the pump is running at a slightly
higher speed (equalling 4 bar  + 0.2 bar); but in this case as well,
the pump comes to a complete stop after approx. 60 seconds, provided, of course, that no more water is withdrawn.
Indicator lamps

Fig. D-6: Indicator lamps



POWER
Permanent green light

indicates that the TKS system is
energised



RUN
Permanent yellow light

indicates pump operation.



ALARM
Flashing red light

indicates an alarm situation.

In case of an alarm, the red light flashes with varying frequency
depending on the cause of the interruption. The system resumes
operation after 20 seconds, except if there is no water in the feed
tank. Should the cause for the malfunction prevail, the system will
definitely stop after three start attempts (except for lack of water see above). For further information, please refer to chapter E Troubleshooting.
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Internal connections of the frequency converter
 Plug connector for cable of
the motor's terminal board
 Terminal board for pressure sensor, float switch
and serial interface (IN /
OUT)
 Plug connector for phase
and neutral conductor
(mains cable)
 Earthing screw of mains
cable
 Dip switch to set the
operation sequence
 Plug connector for motor
overtemperature protection
 Terminal board for connection to the alarm relay
(OUT)
Fig. D-7
Internal connections of the frequency converter

Inlet filter
The frequency converter features an input filter and complies with
the EMC Directive.
Motor overload protection
The frequency converter is equipped with an incorporated overload
protection, which guarantees absolute protection when it is connected to motors featuring the same nominal capacity as that of
the frequency converter. When connected to lower power motors,
an auxiliary protection is used.
Motor overtemperature protection (PTC)

Fig. D-8
Version with PTC protection

The motor type used features an extra protection (thermistor) in
addition to the overload protection incorporated in the frequency
converter. The thermistor (PTC) is mounted on the base of the terminal board and connected to the control card by means of cables
and mini-fastons. The corresponding dip-switch is in the PTC Y
position. Refer to fig. D-8.
Converter overtemperature protection
The frequency converter is equipped with an incorporated overtemperature protection.
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Pressure sensor
The TKS system is delivered with a pressure transmitter, which is
connected to the terminal board of the frequency converter. The
transmitter features a 2-meter shielded cable. Should you wish to
wind up the cable, do not coil it, but fold it like an accordion
b = white
Fig. D-9
How to fold the sensor cable

m = brown

Fig. D-10
How to fasten the cable shield
Fig. D-11 Connection of the pressure sensor cable

Dry-run protection (float switch)
The pump's frequency converter is connected to an external dry-run
protection (float switch in the feed tank).

Fig. D-11 Connection of the dry-run protection
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Alarm relay (to be connected by others on site, if necessary)
The frequency converter features a contact that can be used to
obtain an external shut-down or malfunction signal.
This contact is open, if the pump stops for one of the following
reasons:


Power failure



Motor overload



Motor overtemperature



Converter overtemperature



Pressure sensor defective or disconnected



Lack of water on the suction side (dry-run protection)

* max. 230 Vac, max 1 A pure ohmic load

Fig. D-13 Connection of the alarm relay
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3.3 Electrical connection
1. The system components contained in the scope of supply come
wired ex factory and are ready for connection. They do not require any connection work. The same applies to the optional
flushing device for the GENO®-G5.
2. The frequency converter features a contact that can be used to
obtain an external shut-down or malfunction signal. If required,
make the connections according to the description above and
according to fig. D-12.
3. Additional accessories are not provided for in this operation
manual. If required, special equipment has to be connected according to the respective documentation resp. the wiring diagram.

Fig. D-14
How to open the frequency
converter
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4 | Start-up
Attention! The system's power plug may only be plugged in after
the system has been filled and the pump has been deaerated. Risk
of the pump running dry due to entrapped air.
Attention! The closing cap at the gas filling valve of the pressure
expansion vessel has a sealing function and needs to be tightened
following the adjustment of the initial pressure.
Flow limiter in water inlet

Fig. D-15: Flow limiter in the water
inlet without bypass boring

A flow limiter is integrated in the water inlet of the device. This
flow limiter is plugged into the screw connection upstream of the
float valve (colour coding black – with bypass boring at the centre –
refer to fig. D-14). The inlet volume thus is being limited to the
maximum water volume that can be discharged via the overflow
and to a large extent prevents air from being introduced into the
water.
Attention! The flow limiter installed in the water inlet of the system must not be removed. It limits the amount of feed water to the
max. water volume that can be discharged via the overflow, thus
preventing an inadmissible increase of the water level in the feed
tank.
Flow limiter in water outlet
A flow limiter is integrated in the water outlet of the system. This
flow limiter is plugged into the screw connection upstream of the
pressure expansion vessel (colour coding black – without bypass
boring at the centre – refer to fig. D-15). The flow limiter prevents
the withdrawal volume from exceeding the make-up water volume
and thus avoids interruptions in the supply caused by an activation
of the dry-run protection.

Fig. D-16: Flow limiter in the water
inlet without bypass boring

Attention! For the reasons described above, the flow limiter installed in the system's water outlet may only be removed if by
means of other measures taken on site, the sum of all withdrawals
is limited to 2 m³/h max. This might be reasonable in case of high
distribution losses in the pipes on site. For the system's characteristic curve, please refer to fig. C-6.
Start-up work
1. Check whether the feed tank is empty (e. g. documents, ...)
2. Check the setting pressure (initial pressure) of 2.5 bar of the
pressure expansion vessel and readjust it, if necessary. When doing so, the water side must be depressurised. Use nitrogen as
gas filling
The pressure is factory-set, however, as a longer period of time
may have passed between manufacturing and start-up, the
pressure needs to be checked.
3. If necessary, set the flushing time at the potentiometer of the
optional flushing device (setting range 1 - 100 seconds). The
recommended flushing time is 100 seconds (flushing volume
approx. 14 l/min.).
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4. The waterless odour trap installed in the "collecting sump" of
the waste water discharge must be positioned in the direction
of the outlet (refer to chapter D 2 "Preliminary work").
5. Close the shut-off valve in the water outlet of the system.
6. Open the sampling valve.
7. Close the draining valve at the bottom of the feed tank (refer to
fig. D-5).
8. Slowly open the shut-off valves in the water inlet of the system
(the feed tank is thus filled via the float valve).
9. In order to fill the pump, wait until the water flowing from the
sampling valve is free of bubbles; if necessary, additionally open
the pump's deaeration plug until water flows out. Then close it
again.
10.Plug in the system's mains plug (the pump starts running and
the pressure is being built up). If necessary, plug in the mains
plug of the optional flushing device (flushing takes place).
11.Slowly open the sampling valve and check the setting pressure
(operating pressure) of the pressure controller (factory-setting 4
bar) at the pressure gauge. If necessary, adjust as described in
the following.
12.Slowly open the shut-off valves in the water outlet of the system.
13.Deaerate the installation downstream via a withdrawal point.
14.Check the system in general for tightness by means of a visual
inspection.
1

Feed tank with make-up water feed (float
valve) and integrated overflow)

2

Flow limiter

3

Dry-run protection

4

Pressure gauge

5

Pressure sensor

6

8

Draining valve
Waste water discharge HT-DN50
(variable pivoting)
Adjustable rubber feet

7

9

Frequency-controlled pump

10

Non-return valve

11

Sampling valve

12

Water outlet with shut-off

13

Flushing device (optional)

14

Water inlet with shut-off

15

Flown-through expansion vessel

Fig. D-17: Design of the Euro-system separation device GENO®-G5
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Set the setting pressure (operating pressure) of the pressure
controller.
We strongly recommend maintaining the factory-set (4.5 bar) setting pressure (operating pressure) of the pressure controller. Other
settings (at least 2.5 bar, max. 4 bar) also require an adjustment of
the setting pressure at the pressure expansion vessel. Such modifications have to be indicated at the device and pointed out in the
documentation by means of clearly visible notes.
Attention! Use the screwdriver with the flat blade (2.5 mm) provided with the TKS system. The stroke of the set screw is limited to
less than one round and in theory allows for pressure values from 0
bar (minimum value) to 10 bar (maximum value). Make sure that
the setting value is within the range of the delivery heights indicated on the data plate of the TKS system resp. corresponds to the
values mentioned above. Do not use force in order to avoid damaging the screw.

 Shut-off valve on pressure side
 Sampling valve
 Protective plug of set screw
 Screwdriver to make the settings
 Pressure gauge to read the system
pressure
Fig. D-18: Set the setting pressure (operating pressure) of the pressure controller.

Increasing the pressure value
Make sure that the system is pressurised, no withdrawal point is
open and the pump stands still. Should any withdrawal point be
open, the stop valve downstream of the pump must be closed.
Unscrew the protective plug of the set screw.
Slowly turn the set screw to the right by means of the screwdriver.
The pump now starts running.
Read the pressure value at the pressure gauge and slowly continue
turning the set screw until the indicator of the pressure gauge
reaches the desired value.
Make sure that this value remains stable.
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If required, slight adjustments can be made by briefly turning the
set screw to the left or to the right. Should the pressure value be
decreased, open a consumer a little (refer to "Decreasing the pressure value" below)
The pump will stop after approx. 60 seconds. After the stop, the
pressure value might be slightly above the desired value.

Decreasing the pressure value
Make sure that the system is pressurised, no withdrawal point is
open and the pump stands still.
Unscrew the protective plug of the set screw.
Now, open a consumer or the sampling valve a little. Thus, the
pressure slowly decreases.
The pump starts running.
Turn the set screw slowly to the left by means of the screwdriver.
Read the pressure value at the pressure gauge and slowly continue
turning the set screw until the indicator of the pressure gauge
reaches the desired value.
Make sure that this value remains stable.
If required, slight adjustments can be made by briefly turning the
set screw to the left or to the right.
The pump will stop after approx. 60 seconds. After the stop, the
pressure value might be slightly above the desired value.
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E

Troubleshooting
Even carefully designed and manufactured technical systems that
are operated properly, may experience malfunctions. The table
below provides an overview of possible problems that may occur
during the operation of the device and indicates the causes and
their elimination.
Possibly required interventions may only be performed by qualified
electrical experts according to the VDE guidelines or according to
the guidelines of similar local institutions.
Possibly required interventions on a safety device represent a major
interference with the drinking water system and therefore may only
be performed by authorised experts.
Warning! Prior to testing or dismantling pressurised components,
depressurise said components.
Disconnect the system from the power supply as otherwise it might
start running during the troubleshooting.
Warning! In case of possibly required interventions, also observe
the stipulations in chapter D - Installation and start-up -, where you
will also find detailed information on the pump.



Note: In case of disturbances that you cannot remedy yourself,
please contact your local Grünbeck service/Grünbeck's authorised
service company (refer to www.gruenbeck.com).

1 | Troubleshooting on the TKS system
(pump with frequency converter)
Operating signals
Green light (Power)

Off

No Voltage

Green light (Power)

Permanently ON

Voltage present

Yellow light (Run)

OFF

Pump stands stilll

Yellow light (Run)

Permanently ON

Pump running

These essential signals are complemented by alarm signals. Therefore, signal combinations may occur such as permanently illuminated green light (voltage available) combined with a switched-off
yellow light (pump standstill) and flashing red light (alarm).
Alarm signals
In case of an alarm, the red light will be flashing at varying frequencies (flashing - break - flashing), depending on the cause that
caused the standstill.
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Red light (alarm)

Off

No malfunction

Red light (alarm)

Blinking

Failure due to overcurrent

Red light (alarm)

Blinking

Red light (alarm)

Blinking

Red light (alarm)

Blinking

Red light (alarm)

Blinking

Red light (alarm)

Blinking

Failure due to overheating of
frequency converter
Failure due to overheating of
motor
Failure due to lack of water during suction
resp. failure due to open external
switch
Failure due to missing signal of
transmission unit
Failure due to low voltage

Red light (alarm)

Blinking

○

Problems at serial output
(Systems with 2 pumps)

Failure due to "lack of water during suction"
If the standstill was caused by lack of water in the feed tank, the
system only starts automatically provided the operation is enabled
by the float switch (if there is enough water available in the tank
again).
Failure due to other causes (except "lack of water during
suction")
In all other cases, the system resumes operation automatically after
20 seconds. If the cause for the failure prevails, the system definitely stops after three start attempts.
In order to reset this situation, the system has to be disconnected
from power for approximately one minute.
Should at least 10 minutes elapse without any further disturbance
following an alarm, the alarm counter is reset and another three
start attempts are possible.
If two or more alarm situations occur at the same time (e. g. motor
overtemperature and lack of water), only the alarm that is the first
to transfer the corresponding signal to the monitoring card will be
indicated.



Note: The frequency controller does not feature a permanent
memory of the occurring alarms. Therefore, we recommend checking the flashing frequency closely prior to disconnecting the TKS
system from mains.
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Table E-1: Troubleshooting
This is what you observe

This is the cause

This is what to do

Motor pump does not start running.
Main switch is switched on.
The green light is off.
Motor pump does not start running,
resp. stops during operation.
Main switch is switched on.
The green light is on.
The red light is on (***flashing)

No voltage available.
The solenoid switch was activated.

Re-establish voltage.
Reset the switch.

*** = flashes 2 x
Motor overload
Defective motor stator
*** = flashes 3 x
Converter overtemperatur
*** = flashes 4 x
Motor overtemperature (if the PTC
protection is installed at the terminal board).
*** = flashes 5 x
Possibly existing dry-run protection
was activated.

Consumer is closed. Pump is in
operation with cyclical increase/decrease of speed
The green light is on.
The yellow light is on.
The red light is off.

Consumer is open.
Pump does not start running.
The green light is on.
The yellow light is off.
The red light is off.
Pump is in operation
Vibrations at the pump or in its
vicinity.
Pump is in operation but starts and
stops frequently.
Pump always runs at maximum
speed.
General system protection is activated.
The system's earth leakage circuit
breaker is activated at maximum
speed.

*** = flashes 6 x
Problems with the pressure transmitter (pressure sensor).
*** = flashes 7 x
Feed voltage too low.
Water leakages at the non-return
valve within the system.

Possibly existing pressure tank too
small.
Defective membrane in the possible existing pressure vessel.
The set operating point is not suitable for the system (value of the
pressure that can be delivered by
the pump is set too high)
The set operating point is not
suitable for the system (value
equals zero)

Check the operating conditions of the pump.
Check motor.
Check whether the frequency converter's proper
cooling is ensured.
Check the operating conditions of the pump.

Check water level.
Check external device and corresponding connection cables.
Check transmitter and corresponding connection
cable.

Check system for leakages and repair or replace
respective components

Check the operating conditions of the pump.
Replace membrane.
Readjust system.

Readjust system.

The set operating point is not
suitable for the system (value lower
than the minimum pressure that
can be delivered by the pump)
Possible problems with the float
switch in the suction tank.
Possible problems with the pressure
transmitter (pressure sensor).
Short circuit

Readjust system.

Check hydraulic connection between transmitter
and system.
Check connection cables.

Loss due to grounding.

Check insulation of pump and cables.

Check float switch and tank.
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F

Inspection, maintenance and spare parts

1 | Basic information
In order to guarantee the reliable function of safety devices over a
long period of time, some maintenance work has to be performed
at regular intervals. This applies in particular to safety devices for
the supply of drinking water where the required measures are defined in the pertinent regulations and guidelines. All regulations
and guidelines, which apply at the installation site, must be strictly
adhered to.
Inspection and maintenance based on DIN 1988, part 8.
 Inspections have to be performed at least every two months by
the operator or an installation company.
 Maintenance has to be carried out by an approved installation
company or by Grünbeck's technical service/authorised service
company at least once a year.
As a "free outlet" always constitutes an open system, additional
cleaning and disinfection might be necessary subject to the hygiene requirements and the water provided.
Possibly required interventions on electrical components may only
be carried out by qualified electrical experts according to the VDE
guidelines or according to the guidelines of a similar local institution.
Possibly required interventions on a safety device represent a major
interference with the drinking water system and therefore may only
be performed by authorised installation companies.




Note: A maintenance contract ensures that all the required
maintenance work will be performed in due time.
Note: Should you detect any malfunctions during inspection or
maintenance, please refer to chapter E - Troubleshooting - for remedies.
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2 | Inspection



Note: Should you detect a malfunction during the inspection,
please notify an approved installation company or Grünbeck's local
technical service/authorised service company
(refer to www.gruenbeck.com).
Inspection work
 Check system for damage.
 Check the system in general for tightness by means of a visual
inspection.
 If necessary, check the flushing valve (if no flushing is in progress,
no water may escape)
 Record the inspection in the operation log.

3 | Maintenance
Danger due to electrical energy!
Prior to any intervention, make sure that all electrical connections
(even those without voltage) are de-energised.
Danger due to electrical energy!
Prior to any work on the system's electrical or mechanical components, disconnect the pump's frequency converter from the mains
supply.
Wait for at least 1 minute after disconnection from mains
before carrying out any work on the frequency converter
"TEKNOSPEED" (TKS) to allow the condensers in the internal
circuit to discharge.
Although the TKS system has single-phase power supply, the
pump's motor is always a 3-phase motor connected to 230 V. The
missing phases are generated by the frequency converter.
Warning! In case of possibly required interventions and during
maintenance, also observe the stipulations in chapter D - Installation and start-up -, where you will also find detailed information on
the pump.
Maintenance work
Pressure expansion vessel
 Check the pressure expansion vessel for damage and corrosion.
If in doubt, replace it.
 Test the membrane: Briefly operate the gas filling valve and if
water should leak, replace the pressure expansion vessel.
 Check the setting pressure (initial pressure) of the pressure expansion vessel and adjust, if necessary (refer to chapter "Startup"). Use nitrogen as gas filling. When doing so, the water side
must be depressurised.
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Pump with pressure controller
 Provided that is used as intended, the pump with pressure controller does not require any routine maintenance.
 If a failure or wear and tear has occurred, the entire unit
(1 - 5) needs to be replaced and sent in for repair. The only exception is the pressure sensor (5) installed in the pipe, which can
be replaced individually if the failure can be assigned to it without doubt.

Fig. F-1: Pump with pressure controller
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System in general
 Check the system for damage.
 Check the non-return valve for tightness and replace the seal, if
necessary.
 Replace the flow limiter in the water outlet, in the screw connection upstream of the pressure expansion vessel (use the version
without bypass boring).
 Replace the flow limiter in the water inlet, in the screw connection upstream of the float valve (use the version with bypass boring).
 Clean the cap sieve in the inlet of the float valve (to do so, unscrew the screwed connection part).
 If an optional flushing device is installed:
Clean the sieve in the inlet of the flushing valve.
 Clean the feed tank.
 Check the waste water discharge.
 Check the float valve for function - the filling height must not
reach the overflow edge.
 Check the pump's setting pressure (operating pressure) at the
pressure gauge and readjust, if necessary (refer to the chapter
"Start-up").
 Test the dry-run protection.
 Check the system in general for tightness by means of a visual
inspection.
 If an optional flushing device is installed:
Check the flushing valve for tightness and clean the outlet spout,
if necessary (e. g. remove scale deposits). In case of leakages, replace the flushing valve (if there is no flushing process in progress, no water must flow out)
Test the flushing by unplugging the mains plug, waiting for a
short time and plugging the mains plug in again.
 Record the maintenance and possible repairs in the operating log.
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4 | Spare parts
You may order spare parts and consumables from your local
Grünbeck representative (refer towww.gruenbeck.com).
The components indicated in fig. 7-2 below are wearing parts.



Note: Although these are wearing parts, we grant a limited warranty period of 6 months.

1

Float valve
2

Flow limiter

3

Pressure gauge

4

Pressure sensor

5

Seal elements of the pump

6

Seal of non-return valve

7

Solenoid valve of flushing device
(optional)

8

Expansion vessel

Fig. F-2: Wearing parts of Euro-system separation device GENO®-G5
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Operation log

Customer
Name: .........................................................................................
Address: ......................................................................................
...................................................................................................
...................................................................................................

Euro-system separation device
GENO ® -G5

Serial number: ..................................................................................
Installed by .......................................................................................
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Proof
of inspection, maintenance and repair work
on Euro-system separation device GENO®-G5
Work performed
Inspection

Execution confirmed

Description _______________________________________
Company: .......................................................

Maintenance

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Name: .............................................................

Repair

___________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: ........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: .......................................................

Maintenance

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Name: .............................................................

Repair

___________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: ........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: .......................................................

Maintenance

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Name: .............................................................

Repair

___________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: ........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: .......................................................

Maintenance

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Name: .............................................................

Repair

___________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: ........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: .......................................................

Maintenance

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Name: .............................................................

Repair

___________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: ........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: .......................................................

Maintenance

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Name: .............................................................

Repair

___________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: ........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: .......................................................

Maintenance

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Name: .............................................................

Repair

___________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: ........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: .......................................................

Maintenance
Repair

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

Name: .............................................................

___________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: ........................................................
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Proof
of inspection, maintenance and repair work
on Euro-system separation device GENO®-G5
Work performed
Inspection

Execution confirmed

Description _______________________________________
Company: ........................................................

Maintenance

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Name: ..............................................................

Repair

_________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: .........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: ........................................................

Maintenance

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Name: ..............................................................

Repair

_________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: .........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: ........................................................

Maintenance

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Name: ..............................................................

Repair

_________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: .........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: ........................................................

Maintenance

________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Name: ..............................................................

Repair

_________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: .........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: ........................................................

Maintenance

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Name: ..............................................................

Repair

_________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: .........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: ........................................................

Maintenance

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Name: ..............................................................

Repair

_________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: .........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: ........................................................

Maintenance

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Name: ..............................................................

Repair

_________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: .........................................................

Inspection

Description _______________________________________
Company: ........................................................

Maintenance
Repair

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Name: ..............................................................

_________________________________________________

Date/
Signature: .........................................................
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Proof
of inspection, maintenance and repair work
on Euro-system separation device GENO®-G5
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